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To Read
I advise you touch-sensitive e-ink readers not affiliated with a website selling ebooks.
Even if they are more expensive, they will allow
you to read every authors present in my books.
Touch readers or scribblers allow you to write to
create what you want for later. Anyone whom can
become a scribel can therefore act globally.
A public writer uses scribels to write globally.

Happy reading and writing !

To Read
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Preface
This book is for children whom want to understand
what God is.
Everybody has a God, someone or something that
we idolize. Some idiots have money as their idol,
others their wife or a car. Why? We know that we
are one among all human beings. Also when the
child is born, he clearly sees that he is weak, that
he needs to ask for food. Then God are his parents,
those who feed him. Thus, it refers to something or
someone, to a story.
So everybody has a God. But is that God for oneself ? The church does not like idols. Indeed, an
idol is either an object, or an animal, or a person.
Why would anyone idolize an object? Indeed, human life is better than a simple object. It is therefore better to idolize a human who can respond to
us rather than an animal or an object.
Why would anyone idolize a human? Indeed, this
Preface
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human was born, like the others, on Earth. Why
would he be more promoted than another? Then it
is better to idolize the one whom created us and
that we do not see.

My Notes
Write about the one you idolize.
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Introduction

Introduction
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Introduction

What is the Soul ?

Friday, November 26, 2021

Our body cannot function on its own with the matter that does it. This is what we tell when we study
the body’s system as a whole. So if our body cannot function on its own, there must be something
that makes it living.
That makes the body working is the soul. It is not
known what it is made of, how it is made. But we
know that another totally different universe makes
ours work. You will see evidence of this in the next
chapter.
Near-Death Experiences show the soul that we
don't see. You'll have the eternity to see this if
you're right. For now, it's about you becoming wise
and free.

My Notes

What is the Soul ?
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Write about another universe after watching David
ELBAZ.
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What is Life ?

Friday, November 26, 2021

Only Jesus said why there was life. He said we'll
be in God's world if we're righteous.
It is because we do not know exactly why we are
here that some say that life would be a coincidence. This is a short-term vision that does not take
into account our universe’s beauty.
But life was a coincidence for the first God only,
since the universe is so ordered that someone or
something organizes it.
Life is getting slower and slower the more we go
towards the little one. So there would be infinite
speed in remote areas. It was to regulate the infinite speed that life was born by chance.
The first God was actually born by chance, probably because of an infinite universe’s speed. Life is
a miracle and allows you to finally contemplate the
universe.
Life is about souls that make our world moving to
What is Life ?
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animate it. The universe is also alive just like
plants.
Mind is life’s culmination. It allows you to become
world’s aware. God has a spirit too. But it is possible that there were plants when the first God was
created.

My Notes
Write about life’s creation.

Severin Roesen - All this for us !
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Introduction

What is Being ?

Friday, November 26, 2021

If we tell ourselves that we exist, it is because we
exist, since otherwise we should not exist.
Being is not necessarily conceivable. We are because we were created from nothing at all.
Everything comes from nothing. Life is a miracle.
We see the other’s beings. So if we see them and
we tell ourselves that we exist, it would be selfish
to say that we are the only one who exists, especially since others react to us.
We were created from nothing and we see a lot of
other beings like us or not, so everything we see
really exists. We will know even more about this
when we go into the universe with nuclear engines.

My Notes
Write about others.

What is Being ?
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Who is God ?

saturday, October 16, 2021

Our world is ordered, contrary to what physicists
said. Indeed, everything that surrounds you exists
for a special reason. Each animal has a function
and acts for that function. Every plant serves a purpose. So everything you see around you doesn't
come by chance. Chance could not create a world
with a nature that inspires humans.
If nature inspires humans, it's because someone
created it. It's not just our world that has been created. The universe where the world is was created
with a soul. Indeed, the universe of our world cannot be ordered by chance. He should have either
died or scattered. Universe is distributed fairly, like
a plant.
It sounds amazing, but you too have a soul. Those
who almost died testify to this. Those who have
experienced an imminent death testify that they
feel irresistible happiness feeling their soul. Right
now, you're not feeling your soul. You feel your
20
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body. But your soul makes your body living. The
universe also has a soul just like our world.
The one who first created universe is a God who
may have been born by chance. Life is a miracle.
There could have never been life in the universe.
But life allows us to contemplate our world and the
universe. As you exist and others exist, there is
life.
But order in which the universe and the world live
requires a starting point. It is believed that the universe was born from the big bang, big bang which
is actually an expanding seed. God created the universe and the universe’s soul, a soul that allows the
universe to expand uniformly.
So God can create souls. He comes before our universe. He may have been the first life.

My Notes
Write about your body and why it is ordered.

Who is God ?
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The First Life

sunday, November 21, 2021

The speed slows down with soul. The speed is
faster outside the earth because the time scale is
significantly larger. The speed is also faster in the
universe than in sun’s system. So the first life was
created with an infinite universe’s speed.
The soul can slow down the speed. Indeed, neardeath experiences show that speed can be slowed
down with soul. But our body gives us our speed.
So God runs at a speed that suits him. He can probably stop time. Surely the first life must have
found a huge void when it was born. Life is a miracle.

My Notes
Write about life’s creating.
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Our World is Artificial
sunday, November 21, 2021

Matter is organized, we don't know exactly why. It
seems surreal. How can something very small runs
according to the rest of the body? Nature exists,
that's not that I want to state. But our world is a
creation. Otherwise there would be mistakes preventing life from being organized.
So it seems certain that the first life that appeared
had a lot of problems to suffer. She had a lot of
things to do for friends to be born, a kind of Jesus
who born. The first world had to be terrible with a
part of chaos.
So, it seems surprising or scary that our artificial
world is a world where we die, while it is more difficult to create than to maintain, according to
Blaise Pascal. So it seems that we die for a good
reason. We're probably being tested. If we die and
our life was difficult to create, it's because our life
is used for something. In other words, surely some
must live again after death, right?
Our World is Artificial
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My Notes
Write about our world’s creation.

Brueghel and van Balen– The material is organized
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Who is Jesus Christ ?
Sunday, October 17, 2021

Jesus is celebrated by Christians at Christmas, on
December 25th. The birth of Jesus is also used to
establish the beginning of the Christian calendar.
So Jesus is important for Christians, those who believe in Christ.
Christ gave the word Christian. A Christian is
someone who prays Jesus, who therefore thinks
about him. Jesus Christ is said to have lived at the
Christian calendar’s beginning from the year 0 to
the year 40.
Jesus asked his apostles, his disciples, to distribute
his word, which the apostles did. Thus, we know
that Jesus existed.
Jesus provided that humanity can live in a harmony, at a time when they were experiencing
slavery or pleasures’ life. For example, he said
with the first precept that we must worship one's
God and love one's neighbour as oneself. He also
said and shown that leaders should serve as a slave
Who is Jesus Christ ?
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should.
Thus the converted Christians began to serve when
they were leading. Then humanity has experienced
extraordinary growths, so much so that there is no
longer any necessary slavery in our world. But it is
about Christians to bring the gospel’s word, in the
Bible therefore, because its words are abused.
Christians must thus carry the gospel to bring
peace. Only, bringing peace and respecting as Jesus says enriches. So Christians are rich for many.
But wealth prevents us from understanding Bible’s
words, as we have seen. So there is a decline in
Christian religion, not only for this reason. There is
also the fact that everything in the media goes
against Bible. A Christian can be lost with these
lies.
But, after the recessions, the Bible’s words are
again trusted. They always have been. But the
devil who runs finance, finance that corrupts the
world, wanted to hide this.
So Jesus brings the truth. Whoever brings the truth
to the world becomes like Christ. Thus Christ
26
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helps those who bring the truth so that they contradict finance. Only Jesus knows how to contradict
finance.

My Notes
Read the Bible’s New Testament.

Western Jesus Christ

Who is Jesus Christ ?
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What is the Soul ?
saturday, October 16

The soul is not seen in our world, only when we
die. So you have time to see the soul.
Organs have a soul and are created by body’s soul.
Organs cannot be created only with DNA.
Some people think that there is no soul. But they
do not know why they live, what they live for
without a soul, since without a soul there is no
world afterwards.
But matter that you see can only be ordered if we
help it to be ordered. Chance cannot order. Thus,
there are forces that we do not see that order matter
without us seeing them.
We are detecting its strengths today. We call these
forces waves, that is to say something that moves
regularly in a vacuum. The matter that you see is a
meeting waves that you see. As waves unite, they
create matter.
Everything is different in our world. The soul runs
28
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with waves. On the other hand, we don't know how
our soul is, since we see it when we leave our
world.

My Notes
Write about your soul.

William-Adolphe Bouguereau
Soul brought to heaven

What is the Soul ?
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Our Soul Grows
A soul organizes a life. A soul is an imperfect life,
not God’s soul, according to the Bible. It is believed that souls are less and less perfect. The spirit
makes it possible to direct imperfect souls. It
seems that our universe was created to select the
fairest souls. This made it possible, in particular, to
push the devil out of God's world, this famous
righteous paradise.
Our soul is like a newborn baby. She's growing up
with us. Indeed, we often confuse it with our mind,
which can be simulated with robots. Robots do not
understand the ideas’ world with the higher hypothesis, encompassing a set of hypotheses, a higher
hypothesis that is found thanks to the soul. Our
soul will be mature when it will become Holy.
Otherwise it will be restored later or destroyed if it
is sinful.
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My Notes
Try to find a higher hypothesis associating hypotheses with each other, while talking and meditating.

Our Soul Grows
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What is the Spirit ?

Tuesday, October 19, 2021

Every being has a spirit. Plants have no brain. But
each animal species also has a common mind to
understand each other. The mind is that makes us
understand into the same specie.
The mind can only go towards one goal. This is
that unifies body and mind. Each being achieves a
goal in the allotted time to achieve it.
So you have a mind that is included in the human
mind. We understand what you tell with the human
mind.
There is also a spirit that modifies living matter. It
is called the holy spirit. This spirit runs to change
the world if it goes wrong. It is believed that he allowed animals to grow.
The mind and the soul are linked as long as we are
alive. When we die, our spirit will be transported
next to our soul if we are righteous. Our human
spirit will be abandoned to go into the God’s
32
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world. We will be reborn in a new life with God.

My Notes
Write about the way you see the world.

Here is a materialized mind, the brain

What is the Spirit ?
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What is Consciousness ?
Thursday, December 9, 2021

Consciousness is the mind’s memory and its activity. We can see the consciousness’ activity with a
scanner, but we cannot materialize consciousness.
So it seems that it is in another universe.
In the same way, body is ordered we do not know
how and why. We see waves ordering body but we
don't know where they come from. DNA and water
produce waves. It is matter that should be inert, because there is no wave producer in matter.
So, like the universe, a soul takes care of our body.
Our consciousness is in another universe and we
will see our consciousness when we die, after having gained wisdom during our life.

My Notes
Look for recent discoveries about the brain.
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What is Paradise ?

Sunday, October 17, 2021

Paradise is the world where world’s righteous will
meet. If we are not righteous, then our soul is destroyed when we die. Otherwise, we join the other
righteous to found paradise. Thus, there is no
longer anyone evil in paradise.
So we understand that it is not us whom decide.
The one who created our world and paradise
wanted it that way. Above all, God wants there to
be many humans in paradise.
Our world will come to an end. But it is written in
the Bible that paradise is eternal. So the righteous
whom go to heaven will have eternal life.
The older we are, the more likely we are to become righteous, since we gain wisdom. Only a lot
of children are fair too. So there are also children
in heaven. For example, children who have experienced a hellish life can go to heaven morally escaping their hellish life.

What is Paradise ?
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My Notes
Write about your justice’s spirit.

Paradise is often depicted with humans - Carlo
Saraceni
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What is the Holy Spirit ?
The Holy Spirit modifies life on Earth, so nature
grows better. Indeed, life can only be organized
with souls. Matter must be helped to change.
Everything is not written automatically in atoms,
as chaos theory should make us believe. The big
bang is not described as an explosion if you feel it
can accept life. It is an organization since we can
exist in it, just as a flea exists in and through its
plant.
But the Holy Spirit is also an intuition. But our
own intuition can disturb it. That is why it is about
believing, so the Holy Spirit interests us, since the
word that we hear is also understood and therefore
transformed and translated by our spirit, while this
word comes from elsewhere.
Also we must verify that we are in the truth with a
cause in the truth. This cause may not lead us to
the paradigm allowing us to give the solutions.
There is little chance to believe the good truth if
we do not understand how we are made ourselves,
What is the Holy Spirit ?
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therefore how the differences of others are, then
what we are useful for, therefore why we exist,
therefore why our near and distant environment
exists.

My Notes
How can DNA change to create, for example,
nature that we find difficult to understand ?

This matter can only grow through the holy spirit
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What is Gehenna ?

Monday, October 18, 2021

The righteous will go to heaven. For a long time it
was said that those who did not go to heaven went
to hell, a place where evil and suffering reign.
Hell came from the Egyptians’ underworld, the underworld about Jesus speaks. The underworld is
different from hell. The underworld was a branch
waiting for God's true paradise. The souls of the
righteous were at rest waiting for a decision from
God. The underworld was liberated by Jesus Christ
when he came back to life.
Jesus is talking about gehenna when we die, not
about hell. Gehenna is a fire that destroys souls. If
your soul is not right, it is destroyed in gehenna.
People who have experienced imminent death have
seen this gehenna. They then became afraid of
themselves and want to convert to become righteous.
God does not want us to suffer. So hell doesn't exWhat is Gehenna ?
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ist. On the other hand, the fire of Gehenna destroys
unrighteous souls. God wants to create a paradise,
not a hell.

My Notes
Write about your mistakes and how to solve them.

Hieronymus Bosch - The Garden of Earthly Delights
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Will the Animals go to Heaven ?
Sunday, October 17, 2021

We don't know what happens to the animals. Jesus
indicates that they must be used for the human. So
animals are less valuable to God than humans.
There are righteous animals, so it is possible that
animals will go to heaven. For example herbivorous animals could go to heaven. But nothing is
written about it in the Bible.
Animals are used to create a world for humans. If
God works on utility, they are useless in his world.
Indeed, there is no longer imperfect matter in the
God’s world. Theoretically our soul should not
need animals and plants. If God wants to recreate a
charming world, he can resurrect the animals.

My Notes
Try to understand nature’s world.
Will the Animals go to Heaven ?
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Life after Death
According to all religions, life is eternal. That is,
life is being recreated. We should rise again. Life
creates new lives. The Buddhist religion believes
that our life is reincarnated in animals. Monotheistic religions speak about afterlife, about a life
elsewhere after death, in heaven to image it. The
souls accepted by God should go to a universe
similar or equal to that of God according to Jesus.
We should be God's equal. We should act on Earth
through this universe, without time gap constraints.
Indeed, the Holy Spirit acts easily in any place on
Earth. According to Christ, the purgatory's beings,
this soul’s educating world go to the God’s world,
these beings should therefore be resurrected to be
chosen later according to the God’s mercy. Resurrecting Christ, according to Christians, consists in
representing God, thanks to his truth’s research,
which allows happiness. Also, being optimistic and
joyful also makes it possible to reach this God’s
universe. Indeed, optimism and joy make joy to
others. Everything that brings joy to society is
42
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good for God.
The Bible explains that the first will be the last and
that the last will be the first. So it means that the
poor will become rich.
The poor man wants to work. Also a job that we
love flourishes. So that means we will have tasks.
The poor man is cheerful with nothing. Also, seeking the truth makes you happy. As the truth’s research gives us joy, so happiness, it therefore
means that we will be joyful with God, not to mention enjoyment, not wanted by God in his world.
Indeed, someone who only enjoys ends up creating
his misfortune.
It seems that all guarded souls will have the same
faculties according to Jesus. Everyone will see and
will be able to move. The blind will see. The infirm will walk. Blind people have seen in Neardeath Experience. That is why Jesus would have
healed the sick.
The poor have time to think while the rich can easily take care of themselves. So this means that
meditation and dialogue, which will be in us for
Life after Death
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eternity, will give us ideas. Indeed, we are fulfilled
by a sober life.
We get very rich with others while the rich cloister
themselves. Also, our company only works
through links. So this means that we will always
need others. So this means that our soul will not
change much, so we must listen to it, contrary to
what the rich do.
However, it is possible that we know more things
than before, since our world is imperfect, since our
world is a creation, not a coincidence because it is
the hazard’s opposite, that is to say an organization. But our truth’s research is deeply rooted in
our soul, imperfect according to the Bible. So we
can question God.
But God chooses souls who cannot become the
devil. He wants to destroy according to the Bible
the unjust souls, to keep the righteous souls and
put the sinners in purgatory. Righteous souls do not
rebel because God's world is full of righteousness.
Purgatory should be an expectation of God, with
joy’s levels at each soul’s pass towards a better
truth’s research.
44
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Purgatory should be found in the new world,
which will destroy the old world, when Christ will
arrive again. Indeed, we know that our universe is
going to another universe. The Bible explains that
this other universe will merge with ours, to create a
new world where justice would reign. The fishermen would be resurrected there, not the unjust. So
it is possible that the souls of the righteous have
grown up to take care of sinners. The universe
where we are going would fill matter’s imperfection.
Our body really reacts to the world. I walked for
two days. I have body aches.

My Notes
Write about your life’s usefulness.

Life after Death
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Church
A sacrament is used to show a life’s stage, stages
related to the truth.

Church
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Why a Mass ?
A mass is used by a religious community to gather
among itself. It's not just about praying, that is,
thinking about others or about God. We can pray
and learn to pray to look why we live. So we learn
from others and then we learn to teach to improvise a course or a path.
It is above all about organizing religious life in order to be able to convince others that there is a future after death, that life serves God. It is therefore
about regaining optimism in order to love others,
to give them that utopia that makes us believe in
order to solve problems as soon as they arise with
spirit becoming natural, taking the risk to question
ourselves.
It is about getting up from the material in order to
think about the spirit and the others’ nature that
does not resemble us, this spirit that is the life’s
culmination, life asking to understand matter,
therefore imperfect society organizing itself. It's
about planning events, finding who can help us to
love others.
48
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We use our hands to see a smile and meet other
faithful in order to organize the joy to be in an
growing society. It is therefore about walking with
others this truth’s path that leads us to understand
God, to what gives faith. It isn’t about filling yourself to satisfy yourself alone, but to strengthen
yourself to understand others and therefore yourself. It is therefore important to look at the smiles
to find the one that will allow you to accomplish a
mission for yourself and others.

My Notes
Write about your or your action at meetings.

Why a Mass ?
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Why To Pray ?
Praying is thinking about others in order to bring
them our good. Thus, praying makes it possible to
attach ourselves to others with our spirit in order to
expand our relationships with others. Indeed, our
individuality is strengthened by others. Maybe you
are already praying without knowing it. It's about
understanding that the more you pray to others, the
more you lift your spirit to others.
We think about his family or his friends. We then
try to recognize them in us in order to put
ourselves in their shoes, in order to better respond
to their requests, in order to solve their problems as
soon as they arise.
Some people think that praying is useless, that it is
only about acting. But we know how others react.
Also the others know how we react. Then praying
makes it possible to get used to another soul, in order to respond better to it, in order to satisfy oneself and to satisfy others so that everyone wins, because it is possible.

50
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To go further, as humans become stronger in society, praying makes it possible to create a more fulfilled and open individuality. Thus, the one who
prays strengthens himself listening better. Finally,
meditation allows us to view our souls around us
to improve us.

My Notes
Pray writing to your family or your friends.

Bernadette Soubirous praying

Why To Pray ?
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Who is a Priest ?

Tuesday, December 14, 2021

A priest is the one who leads a mass and participates in the Eucharist. The Eucharist is the moment
celebrating bread and wine sharing, that Christ
lived.
The priest who leads the mass ensures that
everything goes well and delivers a moral speech
called a homily.
A priest can confess to you, that is, collect your
sins. A priest has no right to tell them to someone
else but can preach to you.

My Notes
Write about a priest in your parish. Tell him about
it.
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Priests

Who is a Priest ?
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Why a Pope ?

Monday, December 27, 2021

Jesus had chosen Peter as his church’s chief. Jesus
knew that Christianity would become hierarchical.
Peter had a heart so turned to Christ that Jesus
pointed him out.
Thus there have been popes who have succeeded
each other since Peter, first in a hidden way, then
in Rome when Constantine designated Christianity
as the Roman religion.
Thus the Vatican in Rome is the place where the
various popes who succeeded each other resided.
The Pope is in the Vatican.

My Notes
Search the popes’ chronology.
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Who is a Bishop ?

Tuesday, December 14, 2021

A bishop is a priest who has been appointed to lead
a diocese, which is a territory that can have a city
or a department’s size, grouping churches, therefore parishes that are the territories of the
churches.
The bishop decides what to do in his diocese to announce the good news. He is discussing with the
other dioceses to make the priests travels. He can
intervene on the radio. He represents the church
and the Pope’s word. Thus the Vatican, which is
the territory of the Pope, can decide what the dioceses do.
A bishop emeritus is a former bishop who has left
office. He's kind of retired.

My Notes
Write about your diocese.

Who is a Bishop ?
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Baptism

saturday, November 13, 2021

Baptism is a religious sacrament. A long time ago,
it consisted to immerse the baptized body into water to show him the cross’ way when we are no
longer breathing.
Baptism consists about seeking the truth. The culmination can be a cross’ way, that is to say an uncertainty path, in the face of those who are in falsehood.
The truth is scary. Thus those who are in falsehood
repel those who tell the truth. That is why Jesus
had a cross’s way which ended in death. But then
Jesus rose again.
For Jesus, our life in this world serves to convince
as many people as possible that God’s world is
possible for humans. Thus, he is not afraid to die
for this, since his destiny is to go into God’s world.
Our life is used to convince as many humans as
possible to go into God's world. For this, there is a
56
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truth’s path to follow with others.

My Notes
Write about your truth’s path.

Christ’s Baptism - Ravenna - Italy
Baptism
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Communion

saturday, November 13, 2021

Anyone can commune, that is to say to make only
one body in everybody. Dancing in a group is communing. But there is a communion in the church
which consists to eat Christ’s bread as Christ’s
body.
Christ is indeed in us, in our spirit. We can find
Christ seeking the truth. Then Christ can help us to
fight finance and convince humans that God's
world is theirs.
In order to have permission to eat the body of
Christ, the bread of the church, communion is carried out in adolescence or after. Children receive
only the blessing at the communion’s time from
the church, because they must seek the truth first.

My Notes
Dance in a group with others.
58
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The communion of a future teenager

My Notes
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Confirmation

saturday, November 13, 2021

Confirmation, after communion and baptism, consists to become a prophet. After searching for the
truth, we have found the truth and we can convince
others to go into God's world.
Confirms are adults or teenagers in general. Indeed, becoming a prophet requires autonomy to be
able to convince easily. We are convinced that life
is worth living and that we can find God's world.
The confirm has a godfather whom puts his right
hand on his right shoulder. A confirmation is an act
of faith that requires friends.

My Notes
Write about a prophet from the Bible.
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Confirmation – Nicolas Poussin

Confirmation
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What is a Synod ?

Tuesday, December 28, 2021

Synod means "walking together". A synod is used
to collect the parishioners’ writings according to
the synod’s theme. The priests organize meetings
around a theme and form groups to work together
for a new church.
Thus, the church is unified for the chosen theme.
Practitioners may be organizing actions and are
better informed with synod’s meetings. For example, young people can act easier to change the
church.

My Notes
Write about the last synod.

Wikidata Meeting
62
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Seeking the Truth
Why To Seek the Truth ?
Sunday, November 21, 2021

We do not know why there is life in our universe.
Also life is matter organizing. So we do not know
how but especially why society is organized. The
why is therefore a question that runs our will to
live. Understanding life makes us a genius.
It's that we don't understand that's important. We
have to discover the universe where we are. If we
do not do this, we are unaccustomed to change and
we dry up our humanity. To understand is to accept
that we ignore our universe’s essential, a universe
that can be questioned with a simple hypothesis.
The human being is understood with society.
Everyone has an intuition created by their name
and upbringing. It is about finding what it hides
searching for our truth and for the truth.
Searching for the truth makes it possible to find
happiness. Our mind is satisfied with the truth. So
Why To Seek the Truth ?
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you can find it confessing at the right times while
hiding your own life. Those who repress the truth
are unhappy. To seek the truth is to understand
how the world works.
At the beginning we look for different truths. We
are dissatisfied with moving from one to the other.
Then we are interested in a truth that makes our
life shaking upside down, because it challenges us.
So we make hypotheses looking for our truth. We
search for our truth with our friends to find our
happiness, or happiness allowing us to view the future, then pleasure-happiness, allowing us to motivate to transform our past.
Then, one day, our soul is distinguished by our
truth’s research. Also, we ask questions to find the
truth in order to find happiness. We believe or we
guess then with our will. We are searching the
truth, through meditation and dialogue, writing
poems too.
We are made to solve problems. To be afraid of
problems is to not be prepared to find the solution
to them. It's normal to be afraid of problems. But
our truth’s research makes it possible to quickly
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find the solutions, to no longer be afraid of others,
with dialogue, meditating.
Intuition surprises us, if we listen to ourselves or if
we read our poems or newspapers. Intuition helps
us to solve our truth’s research. It's about using intuition to transform yourself more easily. Responding to your intuition and defining it allows you to
be fulfilled for your happiness and others’ one.
So, sometimes, we wonder how we could, so easily, find a solution to such complex problems. God
may have helped us, unless it was our soul.
Then we can temporarily reach the truth. It is not
God's one. It is possible that only God knows it. It
can be a mankind’s truth that we manage to define,
being then the mankind’s truth of our country or
our world at that moment, or then. This truth
builds the human. God can intervene for it.
It is about being one body to go searching truth.
His truth research makes it possible to build the society’s body, locally, then that of his country. This
requires understanding truths from other countries
and from childhood. So, questioning brings our
Why To Seek the Truth ?
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good news estimating the one in front of us. But
also learning to teach through our intelligence, we
understand the human’s past truth, even that of a
moment, even that which lasts, even an eternal human truth. We will then seek this eternity with
spirit.
It can be a new cause for scientists to improve science. It can be for a musician to find his music’s
meaning. It can be for the manual craft to use his
hands to create something new and economical,
that is to say useful. We can help someone to
awaken our spirit. We can find a truth that speaks
to us for our profession. We can then forget our
ego, knowing it, to see what is behind us.
We'll have awakened his senses. Intuition through
dialogue or writings will have shown us our way.
Dialogue with others will have transformed us, because our spirit will change our soul which transforms our spirit. Then we are the Christ. The Holy
Spirit can help us at this moment, for our cause,
which is in human truth. We can act for 3 days and
then less, without being tired. If we are a little
tired, we are at the center of the spirit so we are
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Christ at certain times. If our beam is strong, we
may have narrowly missed death before. The rule
is simple: What will be acquired will be final and
will free you with others to free others.
God does not touch the soul at these times. It improves our body at the right times by our will and
mind. When the Holy Spirit leaves us, he remains
a part of the whole in us, in our spirit, because the
spirits are linked to each other, so that we can grow
and get along. Our soul is clearly distinguished
with our will. Negative intuitions become positive.
We're under attack. The spirit is there to help us.
So, it is the truth’s joy that guides us. The more we
show the truth, the more we save. God can then
transform our body. It is therefore possible that
God will restore our soul’s pulpit to know us when
he saw us reach it.

My Notes
Write down the questions that you are asking yourself or were asking about yourself.
Why To Seek the Truth ?
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Finding Happiness
To find happiness, we understand that our life is
created for something. Indeed, life cannot be a hazard. It's everywhere. There is no chaos on Earth.
So it means that the Universe is ordered. With this
regard, you can read Jean Jaurès's thesis, The Reality of the Sensitive World. There is also Planck's
pedagogy and his notion of causality.
From the moment we tell ourselves that our life is
for something, we are likely to find happiness. So
it is about strengthening this will understanding the
world. It will be about meditating, to link, so that
our reason and our faith are connected, so they
speak to us.
So it will be about finding a higher belief, because
everyone believes, whether about chaos, money,
material, his wife or his man, God. The more we
find a belief above the others, the more it will
bring our happiness, because, if something is organized, it is because there is a reason.
His belief will, at first, be hypotheses, to be conFinding Happiness
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firmed. Then our soul will give us, then, a higher
hypothesis, then other higher hypotheses, depending on the unexplained links.
Then it will bring our happiness, joy or questioning around us every time. It will then be noticed
that many do not believe that their lives have any
use, in crisis’ times. We will give them our happiness, which we understand. If we are not understood, it is about defining.
Doubt is allowed, but it must strengthen our faith.
Indeed, if we no longer believe, then we no longer
exist, since that would mean that we think nothing.

My Notes
Write about what you believe and don't believe.
Review these notes later.
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Meditate
Some idea are born from our unconscious. Our unconscious speaks to us and emits ideas. Our unconscious is the part of our mind that thinks without
telling us itself. Thus, when our mind is resting,
the unconscious is thinking. It influences us, according to and for our truth’s research.
First of all, the mind must be rested in order to be
able to use its unconscious. Indeed, the twenty-first
century’s beginning world is filled with transgressions leading to short-term desire. This short-term
desire makes our mind run in circles instead of being in a dynamic transformation, according to the
truth’s research. It has been scientifically found
that mind’s disorders are due to a mind’s blockage,
blocked from running in a certain place. An unconscious mind that cannot think for us prevents us
from binding. Thus, information that seems unthinkable ends up to be accepted, because it is repeated and because we do not think about it. There
is a correlation between mental disorders and the
television’s purpose in 2015, in particular anorexia,
Meditate
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the disorder of body vision.
Knowing that it is not about running in circles, it is
therefore about creating goals to grow towards the
long term in order to bond again in his mind. It is
then about going against that our unconscious tells
us as explicit and false, that is to say easily understandable but false, to replace it with that is implicit in our unconscious and true, that is to say little
understandable by others but true. Religions speak
about evil spirit who dictates lies to us. It is the unconscious that has accepted things that it knew being false, because they were repeated or aggressive.
A mind stuck revolving around the same ideas
could prevent you from sleeping. Physical activity
makes it possible to sleep better. Meditating after
playing music allows you to play in your mind,
without music, or rather with your mind’s music. It
solves a lot of psychic problems. Also it clears
from the "running in circles" of television. Our unconscious is thus better activated thanks to rest. We
will be sociable and we will want to adapt to others.
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Meditation is not just about finding an idea to be
satisfied with it. Some scientists or some religious
people would tell you: "An idea is elementary! ».
Indeed, meditation has different objectives. Meditation and dialogue make it possible to link faith
and reason. Faith is morally trusting someone.
Reason makes it possible to clearly anticipate a
reality. As soon as we think that we are going to
lose faith, it is possible that our reason should be
lost. Just as the one who has lost his mind ends up
losing faith. Doubt then fills us and asks us to
make choices. We will be able to choose badly and
reverse our decision. In this case, we should not
choose ease, rather use our truth’s research. It is
essential that faith and reason are united, through
dialogue, scientific questioning and meditation.
The first meditation’s goal is to adapt our mind to
our environment. This is the short-term view of
meditation. Preparing our mind through the link,
we can attribute one or more scientific and human
solutions to any problem. Thus, we are increasingly looking to solve problems, which is what we
are made for. It can lead us to new passions and
new talents.
Meditate
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The second objective is not to prepare to come up
with an idea, that is, scientifically to use a neuron.
It is about linking a set of neurons, in order to be
able to propose several choices or solutions to the
one who should not accept a single solution. It is
also about finding a way to convince through dialogue and scientific philosophy. It's also about
dealing with emotions with poetry and writing. Finally, it is about having a physical or musical
activity, so that the neurons are well irrigated and
united by blood flows. Many have this need to let
off steam, so that their mind is at its best and is
full.
The third objective consists, after the first two, to
listen to the one who organizes the universe with
life and our spirit. To understand God, it is about
taking risks that stimulate humans and nature. With
meditation, it is therefore about taking calculated
risks, in order to acquire lasting rights, for oneself
too. Those who ask a lot get that they need.
When our mind is sufficiently linked to the human
environment, it can anticipate that will happen.
Meditation also makes it possible to surround hu74
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man society. Thus, to anticipate communism and
liberalism, Lucie shown the Fatima’s Secrets.
These secrets anticipate so much about human that
they have indicated choices to be made in relation
to the planned falls of communism and liberalism.
Others will tell you about the card player who actually wins without cheating, although everyone
believes the opposite.
The fourth objective according to religion, after
this necessity for me to link spirit, is above all to
find the link between spirit and matter. Our truth
research actually allows us to create our talent, or
to perfect it. But we are very heavily dependent on
our environment. Our relational mind needs objects to understand each other. We are creative with
our reason too. It is about helping this reason with
certain objects.
A passionate spirit can be built to anticipate, or bypass more or less long regularly events, expected
or feared. We then rise to link our mind to anticipate the most feared events. If these events are not
resolved, then wanting, like every child, the power,
therefore the power to solve the problems that are
Meditate
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crucial for us, we create power’s ersatz for
ourselves. These events will be resolved through
scientific meditation and dialogue, above all by human. We will only be able to meditate on these
events with forgiveness and calmness. Forgiveness
also serves to accept others in case we meet them
with God. If these events are resolved, our unconscious will prompt us to anticipate other events.
Our mind will grow quickly.

Source
Meditation and dialogue
Radio Fidelity Mayenne
Larouche PAC

My Notes
When your mind is calm, after physical exercise,
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or after talking, before sleeping, meditate while
resting. Links or ideas come...

Meditate
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Who is God ?
Explaining God is explaining why there is life in
the universe. Before that, we explain physics. Let's
talk about gravity. Gravity runs in a vacuum. Indeed our planet is attracted by the sun. It revolves
around, thanks to a forces’ balance. In the same
way, our universe is attracted to another universe.
That's why our universe is moving faster than
light’s speed.
Yet gravity is said to be a weak force. Despite
everything, it can run in a vacuum, that is, thanks
to another universe. We think that God is in another universe. When you look at gravity, represented by an arrow pulling an object, you can tell
yourself that gravity is a force that pulls objects.
Therefore, the vacuum pulls or pushes objects
rather, to attract them to the other objects.
In the same way that our universe is attracted to
another universe, life needs a soul mate, the right
leg needs the left leg, the soul needs the other
souls. We act according to our parents and our
country’s history to renew souls. God needs to cre78
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ate souls, unless universe creates souls, but God,
perhaps born by chance, acts on our universe to
create souls like him. Indeed, Jesus, who existed
according to history, explains that humans will be
in the same space as God. Perhaps we are called to
join the universe where God is. That's what Christians taught. Christians bring the Christ’s word,
Christ who nailed us every time we heard it.
Gravity is an automatic force. It is believed that it
does not need God to run. In the same way, atoms
carry life in them. The atoms move to give cells.
The entanglement that exists in atoms works on the
same principle as gravity, only within atoms. Entanglement is the fact that an atom’s part changes
its value according to another atom’s part, without
time constraints. The atom’s inside runs without
time constraints. Gravity also runs without time
constraints. It is believed that God also acts
without time constraints apart from our own. Our
universe is linked to the God’s universe. However,
entanglement brings different results from gravity,
which created quantum physics that is opposed to
relativity. The theory of everything tries to bring
the two theories together. Formulas are created for
Who is God ?
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this new theory. However, it is the authors' approach that allows us to advance. God is one. But
souls like ours will surely join this other universe
where there is God to surely help God. Surely God
is using the universe’s ability to create life. According to Jesus, some souls are destroyed and others are used. Jesus explained that only God
chooses the souls he keeps.

My Notes
If you do not understand God, then try to understand why there is life. This is a truth-seeking process.
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Who is Jesus?
Jesus is proven according to archeology. We regularly find texts from apostles that relate Jesus. Jesus would be the messenger of God, better than a
prophet. Indeed, the prophet feeds on others to explain human truth through human life and nature.
Jesus, according to the apostles, understood human
truth to explain God’s will. Indeed, it seems that
God only understood humans difficultly before the
Gospels. The human dependent on nature, then understood himself, so gospels should be hidden by
humans fearing mankind truth going against their
property.
The universe creates life without needing God,
which is logical since God is a life, a soul that
brought Jesus. Indeed, Moses’ laws seem archaic
faced to Jesus’ speakings. Moses gave laws, such
as that gluttony is a sin, that cheating on your wife
or husband is a sin. Jesus explained that God is
merciful as soon as humans recognize their sin, but
only God can know this for some people. God is
indeed able to transform life. He also gave us this
Who is Jesus?
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opportunity.
Jesus explained that we are called to be on his side.
We will probably only be with Jesus when God has
his new creatures after the apocalypse according to
St. John. It is possible that our spirit is guarded and
merges with soul. In any case, Jesus explained that
God separates himself from some souls, in order to
keep others.
The devil helps impure souls who corrupt others.
These impure souls listen too much to the baseness
of matter. Even Jesus had to deal with the devil. He
was very hungry in the desert. But God was helping him not to die. Jesus was preparing for a punishment, but above all wanted to know matter’s
imperfection, which shows that God hardly knows
that we are experiencing. In the same way, God,
while Moses told, did not understand humans.
Would God think that one people was better than
another? Yet it is our poor situation that allows us
to reach God.
But Jesus answered life’s why. I believed in Jesus
before I believed in God, since the gospels are
mysteries in the man’s glory. I now know that Je82
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sus allowed God to understand humans that he did
not fully understand before. God can only act in
one place at a time. That is why he needs souls.

My Notes
Read the Bible’s New Testament, or watch Old
Testament movies. Try to write about that does not
seem invented to you.
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Giving Happiness
Many are pessimists because they see pessimism
in others. They then give pessimism to others.
Let’s get rid of this gloom to smile when we don't
know what else to do. It's about giving optimism
and joy to others.
We are happy when we find the truth. Thus, those
who seek the truth can bring happiness to others. It
is a dialogue where we ask the other indirectly
what he wants, rather what his mind wants. Indeed,
corruption prevents many people from telling the
truth. Thus those who seek the truth learn to appropriate the people’s message while giving happiness.
Charity is about, when possible, giving our person
to others. We often talk about money. But if we
think that the other is sincere, it is about asking
him or guessing what he cannot get. So, the one
who gives is happy to know the happiness’ benefits. A dialogue and his soul wants us being well. It
is about giving directly from our heart. Afterwards,
our mind notices the society’s weakness, weakness
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meaning corruption or immorality. It is not about a
film that we will forget, but about the truth that can
mean beauty.
It's about loving instead of moping. It's about taking action instead of doing nothing. It's about supporting between us instead of pushing back, being
for instead of against. It's about thinking instead of
going awkwardly. Life is a war against matter’s
imperfection. It's about coaching yourself instead
of letting yourself go.

My Notes
Make daily resolutions to get out of this matter’s
imperfection.

Giving Happiness
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Going on a Mission
To go on a mission is to discover truths, to be satisfied while giving happiness to others in order to
marvel at a human working’s smile, namely to
learn loving society and others, this nature especially.
We were all farmers before and taught the lords,
these personalities taking risks with our words,
words that have become written by scribes wanting
to understand, public writers or amateur videographers improvising with a movement’s theory towards natural or scientific perfection. Then creative writings lead us to a cause that has or will have
a high chance to become a destiny, that is to say
will make us with our accomplishment, that is to
say discovering what makes this cause in us while
diffusing in society. This society is transforming,
that is an elementary economy’s principle.
Robots require to know the society’s concept and
its movement, this life that grows in us and with
us. We are then obviously saying that we must preserve these achievements. If we know this imper86
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fection, we want to transform it to improve it.
However, it is therefore necessary to know how to
initiate oneself to this matter organizing and society moving towards perfection.
Then you become a society’s economist. Going towards our mission is something that pushes us to
travel a path towards the unknown, driven by our
truth’s research. Why are we on Earth ? Are we on
Earth to accumulate material goods? Or are we on
Earth for others in order to enrich ourselves?
It is about acting according to one's origins and
one's name in order to go forward discovering
one's family, a destiny and therefore a future to be
created. We chart this future when we are not distracted with the job that should be a job that really
serves others. If our work serves others, then our
truth’s research resumes. Our happiness comes.
The mission makes it possible to get to know society and its natural environment in order to participate in it, in order to flourish from its usefulness.
So, others see us in our best view. So, the advice
given serves for life. Some missions, the ones we
want to achieve, have more merit because we use
Going on a Mission
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our passion to transform ourselves.

My Notes
Write about your origins and your future.
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What is the Bible?

Tuesday, November 16, 2021

Bible means library. The Bible includes Egyptian,
Jewish and Christian books. The psalms and
poems are Egyptian for many.
The Old Testament is Jewish. The Old Testament
shows a humanity’s past period when God was
groping to know us. The Old Testament is no
longer relevant since it was written before the Jesus’ revelations. However, the Old Testament contains rules to live and grow a community.
Jesus freed humans from the underworld so that
they could join God. The New Testament tells
about this. So God is more forgiving of humans
now. If you fail to keep the commandments, "Worship God and love your neighbor as yourself."

My Notes

What is the Bible?
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Join the church to read the Bible with them.

Van Gogh - The Bible
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Looking for Real

Saturday, September 25, 2021

You see when there are lies. Children have a mind
that goes faster and therefore sees the lies’ moments. There are two solutions then. Either you lie
and you've probably already done it. Either you tell
the truth and you tell yourself that you will be
repressed. But if you lie too much you will also be
repressed. We're at a dead end with the lie.
Know that you're not the only one who wants the
real. Jesus Christ said that he was the truth. He was
killed to tell the truth, because the truth bothers.
But while spreading the truth he convinced others
to tell the truth. The truth permits to the righteous
to go to God. Indeed, what is the use of somebody
that lies? Jesus gave Peter the right to lie in order
to lead his Church. Indeed, Peter denied Christ,
and Christ knew that he would deny him. Jesus
told the truth but he understands that humans lie.
If you want to become Christ, you will always find
Christians to help you. The spirit spreads the word
Looking for Real
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of those who tell the truth so that they should respond to Christ. Yes your mind is included in the
human mind. That is why mankind understands
between each other. We should not communicate
with each other without the spirit allowing it. Otherwise it would be like talking on a mountain
where you only hear the echo in return.
Thus, if, after having found your truth, you spread
the righteous’ truth, the righteous will come to you
with the spirit. The spirit is made for us to become
righteous. It responds to our truth’s research.
When we discover an inconvenient truth, we are
first afraid. Then we crave the danger of a new
truth. If we're not sadistic, we want a truth that
makes us feeling good. So we look for the truth,
the one that makes the world at a given moment.
Then we are Christ.
We have our prophet friends who give us happiness and we are often rejected by the authority,
those who lead, especially those who act for themselves. Rest assured, there will be times when
everyone will want your truth, even authority. Indeed, the authority needs to tell truths to its people.
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The best prophets serve their leaders, as Jesus
Christ said. Christ was consulted by the leaders.
Leaders came to Jesus to find out what to do.
It is when we see authority that we can become
like Peter. But you can say the truth only when you
are forced to. We can do better. We can do like
Christ and say that we will be in this world. We
can explain that we teach. Then the ruler takes us
for anything but not an enemy. Some prophets
have thus become advisers to rulers.

My Notes
Write about your mind or the minds of others.
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What is the Apocalypse ?
The apocalypse is a world’s end of to create a new
world. A society is very difficult to organize, because everyone wants to get something for himself
from world. Thus those who do not defend their
happiness, those who think that it is only about living, as if life were an obligation instead of a
chance, follow a decadence proposed by those who
want to obtain society for themselves. Thus, any
society drifts because of life’s lack in society, the
understanding’s lack about going to a mission, due
to the sadness of what is proposed.
On the contrary, it is for everyone to be utopian.
Those who seek to change society according to
utopia create the new world, whether it is perfect
or not, whether it tries to be perfect or not. Each
time, utopia will be too demanding for those who
lead it. It is up to everyone to discover the others’
utopia to transform themselves, so the new world
can bring happiness.
Those who campaign are happy and joyful because
they think they bring happiness to society. It gives
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them a utility and therefore a meaning to their life.
It also brings them tricks that none would have
thought to have. They know that there is another
world to build because of the inequalities they perceive.
Doing politics consists to feel useful with our
artistic or technical projects, then contradicted by
the others’ scientific philosophy. Then the activist
also becomes a philosopher and scientist, in order
to improve society as much as possible. Debating
with others allows our projects to succeed.
According to science and the apocalypse according
to St. John, we are moving towards a universe that
will merge with our own. According to Saint-Jean,
the transformation’s magic will go beyond human
science for an ideal world or universe generating.
It is therefore about transforming ourselves with
truth’s research, with our education, for and with
our entourage, with our profession, with our hobbies, with God later or with our mission.

What is the Apocalypse ?
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My Notes
Seek to campaign for the others’ happiness and
yours. This can be a long-term goal thanks to the
architecture and then with the truths found, with a
failure otherwise.
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Recognizing Demons
There is always a moment when our soul grows a
little, just physically. Indeed at the begining we
follow. This truth that challenges us is too mysterious to rise. We follow others, so finally we believe
that we follow others. In fact, we follow what is
dominant and what is dominant coaxes us. But
what is dominant often lacks of truth’s research, so
this truth that intrigues us can be erased, in which
case it is useless for demons to influence us, since
we are already influenced.
Demons only influence. It is a privilege to face
them, because you are fighting the evil’s source.
Demons place themselves between the soul and the
spirit. They seek to get ahead of the mind. So we
recognize demons with a quick and distorted intention.
You will tell me that the "Star Wars" saga is about
this. That's right. But it is said in this saga that we
can be faster than this demon. It is impossible for a
human to be faster than a demon except thanks to
the Holy Spirit who casts out the demon, in which
Recognizing Demons
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case the Holy Spirit does not even allow us to be
fast, since it is calmness, reflection and serenity
that makes it possible to listen to us better, just as
calmness and reflection make it possible to easily
contradict and fight the demon thinking, reading,
writing. So understanding the demon permits to
fight against him. The tranquility and calm will
make it possible to better differentiate this eagerness.

My Notes
Do you follow others or are you looking for the
truth? Write what you understand about your desire to follow, through a poem, in order to better
seek the truth through others.
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Life’s Creation
It seems that soul can only run on one goal. A body
also works in the same way. Indeed, God helped
Jesus in the Middle East, so that the gospel could
be spread throughout the whole world easily.
Thus God needs us to help and advise him in order
to act on our world. Knowing the jealousy of the
human being, knowing that creativity is that makes
possible to run towards the future, therefore to
compete with the current leader or to create beneficial competition, the current leaders has to prevent
this entire system because death is going against
them.
Knowing that it is about preventing the future,
many doubt these leaders, who hide so that we do
not understand their domination’s goal. Since these
people are not declared, it is believed that they do
not dominate and can act very easily as long as
they have not been identified. God transforms the
most productive genial humans to allow them to
lead the country, then the world to love through
simple texts allowing happiness.
Life’s Creation
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Every educated soul has a gift, created by our intelligences’ development or revelation, provided
because the parents have transmitted a story allowing projection towards the future. But this gift does
not require only a morality allowing life in community, but an ethics influencing the community
towards the good.
There is a Holy Spirit guided by God. It acts on
our world. Indeed, if we do not know why life is
organized, we do not know why our society is also
organized. There the Holy Spirit acts in one place
at a time, in a global way through the spirit. Those
who seek their own and the truth end up with the
risk to find the true in order to realize this spirit’s
ubiquity questioning the soul, centralized by the
Holy Spirit’s action, Holy Spirit acting on our universe’s matter.
When we divided families, the first society’s laws
had been created. We realized that division had to
be prevented due to a lack of dialogue, of sharing,
of humanity. You can always destroy distant families if you use a constructive dialogue. To this end,
we use the famous laziness to not take risks with
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loved ones to protect ourselves. Besides, why
should it be done? To dare to understand them. But
we understand each other with others. Many forget
about it. Hence the dialogue that consists to take
the risk to show your limits, so limits meaning that
you are growing.
Know that the imagination is chaos if it is not in a
reflection, reflection meaning questioning, reflection meaning above all searching to organize.
Chaos is easy to find.
When we started to understand emotions, the one
who defined emotions brought joy. We talk a lot to
say what's on our hearts. It makes it possible to
find the one who defines the induced emotion.
There is then no risk talking to each other. We
define emotions from the simplest to the most
frightening. While defining the most beautiful we
find happiness. We then define the fear which is to
not understand anything, to not be able to act.
Then destroying our truth’s research is called into
question.
The beautiful is our eternity. Death shows that the
universe is dangerous, that we must beware of it,
Life’s Creation
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that we must take care of ourselves while we think
we are above chaos. After death we could certainly
still die. It is doubtless to warn us of this danger
that God makes us face a blurred death, a death in
which the unjust are destroyed.
The beautiful is therefore harmony which means
mathematics, that is to say automated order. It is
obviously not for you to use mathematics to find
the order. It is for you to understand nature in order
to improve it, automating the order. Jean-Pierre
Petit explains that we ran into circles about mathematics because computers calculated for us. Thus,
it was enough to simulate to figure out how to
automate nature. God automated our solar system
quickly, if it is not a soul born with God, which is
much more certain.
Every country has a role. Each individual is
unique, even twins in spirit especially. We are not
mathematics. Each word that we understand comes
back in our mind so that we understand in sentences that allows us to search. Besides, we understand language better with sentences. Our soul
makes our spirit grow very quickly if we are joy102
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ful.
Thus our universe is organized. Thus our solar system has not gone in all directions and keeps the elliptical movements, which must be maintained for
a sufficient time with our hands so that the organization is fair and harmonious, lasts a long time,
takes a short time to organize too.
God is a powerful soul, who creates souls with a
body, a human body that he did not know as Jesus
said. This is obvious. Indeed, the world we know
cannot be born by chance. The organization is not
a coincidence as Einstein said. Believing that the
universe creates life with chance consists, as Einstein said, to believe that we can organize an explosion’s effects.

My Notes
Read the Gospels while seeking the truth.

Life’s Creation
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